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Chapter 3: The Three Butterflies 

CLASS NOTES-ANSWERS 

Study skills 

You have read "The Three Butterflies'. As a quick recap, write two 

sentences about each of these characters from the story. 

1) Rangberangi:  

Rangberangi was Neeli, Peeli and Lali’s mother.She had taught them all 

that they knew.  

2) 2. cloud: 

The mean cloud was jealous of the fun the butterflies were having.  

In the end the cloud turned white with shame when he saw the love and 

loyalty among the butterfly brothers. 

3) Neeli: 

Neeli was Lali and Peeli’s brother. He refused to abandon his brothers and 

take shelter alone in the kachnar tree.  

Reading comprehension 

A. Circle the incorrect words in these sentences. Write the correct answers 

in the blanks. 

1) Neeli, Peeli and Lali were neighbours..          brothers 

2) Rangberangi had taught Neeli, Peeli and Lali to be jealous.  loyal 

3) It was easy for the three butterflies to fly with wet wings.  difficult 

4) Neeli, Peeli and Lali went to the gulmohar, kachnar and neem trees for 

shelter.          amaltas 

5) Lali was pleased with the gulmohar tree.   angry 
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B. Answer these questions. 

1) What did the three butterflies do after growing up?  

Answer: The three butterflies went to explore the world after growing 

up. They set off to experience the wonders that they had never dreamt 

of. They flew about restlessly, excited and laughing. 

2) Why did the black cloud decide to put Neeli, Peeli and Lali through a 

test? 

Answer: The black cloud was jealous of the fun that the butterflies 

were having and decided to put them to test to see how loyal they 

were to each other. 

3) What did the gulmohar tree say to Lali? Did it make him happy? 

Answer: The gulmohar tree said to Lali that it could give shelter only 

to Lali, but not his brothers. Lali was welcome because he was red 

just like the flowers of the gulmohar. This made Lali angry.  

4) Why did the cloud turn white with shame? 

Answer: The cloud turned white with shame because he saw that 

Neeli, Peeli and Lali were indeed very loyal and loving towards each 

other. 

Tick () the correct options to complete each sentence. 
    
1. The (bare/bear) came out of the cave. 
      
2. Please take a (break/brake) from what you are doing and help me. 
     
3. I am thinking of (dyeing/dying) this skirt green. 
        
4. Your knee will take time to (heel/heal). 
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5. I paid the bus (fare/fair). 
    
6. He is the (air/heir) to the throne. 
 
A. Write Pr for sentences in the simple present tense. Write P for 
sentences in the simple past tense. 
 
1. Milan is a city in Italy.     Pr 
 
2. Reena heard the news on the radio.   P 
 
3. I meditate every night before going to sleep. Pr 
 
4. She shifted to Mumbai last week.   P 
 
5. We attended a party last night.    P 
 
6. Manu teaches me new words every day.  Pr 
 
 
B. Fill in the blanks with the correct forms of the verbs in brackets.  
 
1. The train arrived (arrive) at 6.30 p.m. last evening. 
 
2. The sun always sets (set) in the west. 
 
3. He laughed (laugh) so loud that everyone looked at him. 
 
4. Get ready for the test. Your time starts (start) now. 
 
5. I went (go) to the hospital this morning. 
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C. Add -ly to these words. Then, make sentences using the new words. 
 

1. direct- directly 
I went home directly after school. 

 
2. angry-angrily 
The rude man shouted angrily at the shopkeeper. 

 
3. free- freely 
The children are roaming freely in the park. 

 
4. serious-seriously 
The teacher answered all the questions seriously. 

 
5. loud-loudly 
Joe banged the door loudly.  

 
6. quick-quickly 
Finish your homework quickly. 

 
D. Underline the verbs and circle the adverbs in each sentence. Then, 
identify the kinds of adverbs. 
 
1. He played the sitar beautifully.   Adverb of manner 
 
2. The thief escaped quickly.   Adverb of manner 
 
3. They are leaving soon for Kochi.  Adverb of time 
 
4. Mother served dinner at eight o'clock. Adverb of time 
 
5. I met Sana last Thursday.    Adverb of time 
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Syllables 
 
You have learnt to clap and count syllables in Unit 1. Now, find three 
words with one syllable and three words with two syllables in the story. 
 

Words with One syllable Words with Two syllables 

run mother 

black support 

cloud jealous 

 
DICTIONARY SKILLS 
 
Number the words in each set in the alphabetical order. 
 
1. cat   2   read  4  book  1  orange 3 
 
2. football 3  arm 1  danger 2  zebra 4   
 
3. argue   1   kind 4  hug 2  ink  3 
 
4. lamp 1   magic 2  work  4  poor 3 
 
5. fairy 2   goblin 3  elf  1   ogre  4 
 
 

 

 

 


